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TOWARD A STANDARD IGNITION SOURCE

David R. Van Volkinburg
Robert Brady Williamson

Fred L. Fi sher
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ABSTRACT

This paper briefly reviews the development of ASTM E603-77, "Standard

Guide for Room Fire Experiments", and describes the critical role of the

ignition source. The characteristics of realistic ignition sources were

studied experimentally and the results are presented. A gas fired burner

is described which has many of the characteristic features of realistic

ignition sources.

The use of the burner is illustrated with a variety of wall and

ceiling materials in a corner-wall geometry. One objective of this

research is to develop a standard burner which can be used to evaluate the

fire propagation potential of building materials, aircraft materials and

furnishings.

This work was done with the support of the U. S. Department of

Energy.

* Now at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
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INTRODUCTI ON

The thrust of this paper will concern the development of a gas fired
burner for use in a standard large scale fire growth test, There is
currently an effort within ASTM Sub~Committee E5.l3 on Full Scale Fire
Tests to develop such a standard, There already exists a "Guide for
Room Fire Experiments", ASTM E603-77 (1) which outlines the considerations
one must make when performing room fire trials. The current effort is to
define a set of fixed conditions which allow few or no rleviations to the
experimental laboratories.

The purpose of a large-scale standard test is to evaluate the fire
performance of materials or nbjects under actual in-use situations. The
contribution of the specimen to the rate of fire growth, within a
previously calibrated compartment, is considered. Such large-scale testing
is necessary in order to rea'listically predict the behavior of a specimen
when s~bjected to a fire environment.

The principal small-scale, or laboratory scale, fire tests in the
United States for fire growth are ASTM E84 and E162 (1). Both of these
tests have simplistic data reduction schemes which mask much of the true
test specimen performance. In addition many plastic specimens give little
indica on of how they win behave under end-use conditionso Presently a
series of small-scale tests is being developed, but there is a need
for full scale test data to support the validity of these tests. It is the
authors' view that a standard room fire test could be used both as a
development tool, and a performance evaluation method until such time as a
series of smaller,less expensive tests have been proven. Even then, new
materials and systems which are different in principle from those already
validated for small scale fire tests would still require the full-scale
test to show the applicability of small scale testso

The history of room fire testing was reviewed by Benjamin (2) and he
emphasized the importance of the ignition source and its placemenL For
instance, whether or not the ignition source flames hit the ceiling during
an experiment will drastically effect the fire development with combustible
ceiling materials. If, on the other hand. the ignition source does not put
flames to the ceiling, then the fire can only reach the ceiling by traveling



up the wall lining. This paper will concentrate on the ignition source
and its role in assessing the contribution of either nishing or furnishing
materials to fire growth during a room fire t.

A STANDARD ROOM FIRE TEST
The exact details of the s ndard room fire t are still being

debated by working groups within ASTM. but are some limits to the
current discussion and these will described. The place of departure
is the ASTM E603-77 Guide Room Fire Experiments (1) which discusses
the choices available for such parameters as compartment design, ignition
source, instrumentation, t procedure, analysis data and reporting of
results. The current thinking favors a t compartment with a single door
and the ignition source placed in one corner of interior away from the
door. The exact size of the room, the doorway, the test specimen and
particularly the igni on source have not been established. The test
specimen would consist of complete panel assembnes that would form both
the walls and ceiling of the test room"

A prototype test compartment, shown in Figure 1, has been
constructed at the University of California, Berkeley, The steel frame
defines the overall dimensions of the compartment and the wall and ceiling
panels would be placed in this frame, The wall with the instrumented
doorway can be constructed from panels other than the t specimens, but
all the other walls and the ceiling would normally be test specimens" The
access door allows workers to enter the compartment without disturbing the
instrumentation in the other doorway and this could either be a swing test
panel or a separate door assembly. The dimensions of the compartment in
Figure 1 are typical for room fire experiments in the U,S, The common use
of 1.23 m x 2.46 m (4 1 x 8 1

) building pane'!s makes the 2.46 m x 3,69 m x 2.46 m
(8 1 x 12 1 X 8 1

) size attractive. In the interest of metrification the door
dimensions might usefully be switched to 2 m height and 1 mw~dth.

Quintiere (3) showed that the ventilation t of such a doorway was
approximately half way between a Iismall opening" and a "large opening".
The small opening might restrict a growing fire by limiting the air flow
to the interior of the compartment while the 1 opening might give a
slower development due to the cooling effect of the excess air. It is



obvious that the height and width of the doorway is one of the parameters

that the task group will have to carefully evaluate. In addition to the
consideration of ventilation, the soffit height will have an important

effect on the depth of the hot gas layer in the upper portion of the
compartment and this will affect the fire growth.

The instrumentation in a standard room re test would consist of
thermocouples both in the interior of the room as well as within the test
panels. heat flux meters on the floor and possibly at other locations,
pressure probes to measure the static pressure differentials between the
inside of the compartment and ambient pressure, and gas composition
measurements on the outflow from the room. There are indications that the
O2 levels on the outflow can be correlated with the rate of heat release
in the compartment. There are other measurements described and discussed
in the Guide. but the foregoing set. heat flux. pressure and gas mea
surements, appears to be the choice for a standard room test. There is a
special need to standardize the calibration and to record accurately
a few key measurements rather than to introduce a complex instrumentation
plan for which many laboratories would not have the equipment nor expertise
to implement.

The analysis of the data and reporting of results should be predicated

on the eventual use of the information, It is best ted perhaps in the
Guide E603-77: liThe analysis of the data on the room fire experiments can
serve two purposes: 7,2,1 To rela the severity of the room fire
experiment to the laboratory measured fire properties of the materials,
This is an attempt to establish empirical relationships that would valida
the strengths and weaknesses of the various fire test methods now being
used or proposed to control the materials to be used in the rooms, 7,2,2 To
evaluate materials and products for acceptability. particularly those
materials for which there are no adequate material property tests. 1I

IGNITION SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS
As briefly discussed in the introduction,therole of the ignition

source in a standard test is highly critical, Given a standard compartment



geometry, ventilation and construction, the resul of a fire test will
vary according to the characteristics of the ignition sourceo T!~e ignition
source geometry, heat release rate and flame height will all
have a profound result on the outcome of the t. The time to flashover
and the rate of propagation within the compartment is more a function of
the ignition source than any other single factor. The Guide addresses the
critical nature of the ignition source, and indicates that an ignition
source could be anything from a spark to a 750 lb. wood crib. The outcome
of the experiment is obviously heavily dependent on the ignition source.
In terms of developing a standard ignition source for a standard fire test
there are several characteristics which must be given consideration.

The ignition source that is chosen for a s ndard test must be
appropriate to the test compartmenL It should be severe enough to drive
a traditional, combustible lining material in the compartment to flashover*
within a reasonable length of time, no more than 10 minutes. Conversely,
it should not represent a serious threat to life or property itself. That
is, it should not cause flashover to occur vvithin a compartment contain'jng
lihing materials of low combustibi1'ity such as gypsum wallboard or fire
retarded treated plywood. The latter materials were used by Castino, et al, (4)
to compare the flammability characteristics of cellular plast using a
variety of ignition sources,

Another imnnrtant aspect in s ecting an ignition source for a standard

test is that it must also have a high degree of reproducibility. A
standard ignition source must be able to reproduce time-temperature, heat
flux, and flame height histories almost identically time after time in a
calibration compartment,

It should be remembered that the fire research community is endea~

voring to produce a standard test that is pessimistic, yet realistic. The
test should be designed in such a way as to eliminate any characteristics

* Flashover is defined in the Guide to be when the average upper air
temperature in the test compartment is 550 to 600 0 C. Other criteri a
are a heat flux of 2 W/cm2 at the floor, ignition of cellulosic indicator
panels at the floor level and flames emerging from the doorway.
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that might be favorable to some specimen but which might not be present

in the real fire situation. The initial heat-release rate of the ignition

source is such a characteristic which has particular importance. It has

been noted in several experiments, tobe discussed below, thatwhen certain

thermoplastic specimens were subjected to an ignition source with a

slowly increasing rate of heat release they melt and fall away from the

ignition source, and hence seem to represent a low hazard level because
the material is no longer involved in the fire. However, wher the material

was exposed to a more rapid rate of heat release it became involved quickly

and rapidly propagated the fire away from the ignition source. This leads

us to thp aeneral discusstion of what is realistic for an ignition source.

The traditional fire growth experiments were usually conducted with wood

cribs (2). Williamson and Baron (5) departed from this tradition by

employing a small plastic waste container filled with milk cartons. The

appendix to this paper contains data sheets for 9 different ignition sources

that are representative of the ignition sources which have been used in

the past for room fire experiments. In addition, the appendix contains a

data sheet for a gas burner operated under certain conditions which will be

discussed in detail in the next section. The data sheets in the appendix

show the flame height~ a representative plume temperature, the cumulative
heat release and the heat release rate, all as a function of time. In
addition, each data sheet contains a summary table of the same information

and description of how the particular ignition source was constructed and

burned. It is more informative to give a profile of the behavior with time

for each ignition source such as in the data sheets than merely to list
certain characteristics as given in Table 4 of the Guide.*

* Table 4 is a table of potential data of four various ignition sources,
but in E603-77 ( the 1st. edition of the Guide) there is no da given.
The characteristics listed are: total fuel content, time of burning,
height of burning, maximum heat flux, placement and conditioning.
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The data shown in the appendix was col'lected from a number of
experiments using different compartment configurations, and instrumentation
layouts, The data shown in the appendix has been reduced in such a manner
as to show the common points of comparison, With the exception of the
rubbish bags, 6,4 kg. wood crib and the 20 kg, wood crib, the data was
taken from 8' high compartments. The three exceptions were done in a
10' high open corner, So the cei'ling temperatures shown for these 3
exceptions would, of course, be somewhat higher if they had been taken in an 8'

compartment. Heat released and heat release rates are ed on stoichio-
metric calculations from weight loss, and win vary in actualHy according
to external conditions.

Heat flux is another parameter which is important for igniton source
characterization, but the heat flux data for the ignition sources in the
appendix were taken at several different locations so only sample heat

flux information is given on the data sheets. The heat flux exposure to
the test sample is an important factor in determining the ignition and
contribution of specimens to fire growth, The use of a gas burner to
simulate ignition sources requires the duplication of heat flux data and
this will be discussed below,

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAS BURNER IGNITION SOURCE
-~~-~--

The need to havea realsitic and reproducible ignition source has been
discussed above and examples of ignition sources used for previous fire
tests are described and data sheets are presented in the appendix, The use
of a gas fired burner has a number of advantages over wood cribs, bags of
trash, waste containers or other solid combustible objects. There are no
moisture conditioning problems and the ra of burning is not influenced
by the test sample, The data in the appendix was obtained against gypsum
wallboard and does not reflect the changes which would be caused by a
burning test specimen. Furthermore, there are intrinsic differences between
the burning of wood cribs and other ignition sources that are due to
differences in the component materials and their arrangement. Some of this
lack of reproducibility is masked in the data sheets since the curves
plotted there are averaged over several identical expefiments, A gas burner
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operating under preset flow and pressure conditions can be duplicated in
the same laboratory as well as by different laboratories, The time of
ignition can be more closely defined and it can be turned off at a a
definite time without extinguishing the test specimen.

Figure 2 shows a gas burner which has been extensively utilized by
the authors at the University of California, Berkeley, It was originally

designed and constructed by Richard Fish of the NASA"·A~1ES laboratory as a
composite of individual cast iron burner heads*, each measuring 105 mm in

diameter, arranged in a square pattern, One head is located at each
corner of a square which measures 270 mm on edge. The fth burner head
is located at the center of the square. This design provides flexibility
since the gas supply to indiv'idual burners can be contro'lled as desired.
At the present time, the four outer burner heads are connected to a common
gas supply line while the center head is plumbed separately. Each of the
two supply lines is provided with a venturi to provide the option of
operating the burner in a premixed rather than in a diffusion modeo

The experiments reported here have employed two different fuel gaseso
The four outer burner heads are supplied with methane while the center head
is supplied with propane. In these experiments all burners are operated in
a diffusion mode. The use of two fuel gases has allowed flexibility in
controlling the radiative heat release from the burner and has resulted
in burner outputs which closely simulate the output recorded from test burns
utilizing wood cribs and trash bags. The same burner had been previously
used in the pre-mixed mode with propane alone to simulate trash burning in
an aircraft lavatory (6). It was found that a diffusion flame of pure
methan~ was not radiant enough to simulate the wood crib or trash fire for
the same flame height and fuel release rate. The pure propane diffusion
flame, on the other hand, was too radiant for the same flame height and

fuel release rate, but the combination of both fuel gases showed relative
agreement inall of the characteristics of the wood crib and trash ignition
sources.

Figure 2a shows the gas fired ignition source in the corner of a test

* Manufactured by the Ransome Gas Industries, Inc., San Leandro, California.
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wall with gypsum wallboardo The photograph'ic exposure was in the order of
a second so the random nature of the turbulent diffusion flame is maskedo
Figure 2b shows the same gas flow for a side wall exposure and it is evident
that there is a decrease in effective flame ight and area of exposure
for the specimen in these two loca onso listie igni on sources such
as trash bags or was containers show this same variation with placement
and thus the gas burners in the diffusion mode show the same behavior.
Figure 2c shows the burner as it is displaced from both walls of the corner
and it is evident that flame height is less than ei the side wallar
corner placement. These photographs confirm schematic representation
of the Guide [see Fio. 1 in E603-77 (l)J. Note that the exposures in
Figures 2c and 2d are shorter and the distorted sha the flame is cap-
turedo Note the detached flame packet of Figure 2d in a si wall exposure.
The use of time average photographs of gas burners may be one of the best
ways of checking calibration between laboratories. An erver will usu~11y

estimate the same flame height from visual observation from a photograph
A composite of the flame height data from the appendix is shown in Figure 30
The gas burner was programed to duplicate approximate flame height
the 2 and 3 trash bags, the rubbish bag and the 9 kg. wood crib. The
initial slope was chosen to be as fast as any igni on sourceo The flame
height of 1.7 m in the initial 5 minutes approximately matched trash and

rubbish bags while at la times it showed sustai behavior the
wood cribs although it is 005 m. higher.

The total heat release for the nine ignition sources and s burner
are shown in Figure 4. Note that the gas burner heat release duplicates
all the quick acting ignition sources in ini a1 mi and
is parallel to the wood cri with a slight dis acement in relation to
time, The 1306 kg, (30 lb,) crib was ignited using 100 mlo methanol and
0,45 kg. of excelsior which resulted in a delay of approximately two
minutes before a steady weight loss was establishedo On the other nd,
the 604 kg, (14 lbso) and 9 kgo (20 lbs,) cribs were ignited with a 100 ml,
pan of JP4 reducing the delay before steady weight loss to approximately
one minute. There is an analogous delay in 606 was container due to
the flames spreading through the milk cartons. These delays in wood cribs



and small waste containers may well account for the delay in ignition
noted by Williamson (5) of cellulosic materials as compared to cellular
plastics. Recent experiments indicate that cellulosic walls ignite within
thirty seconds from a trash bag or the gas burner (7). The most important
implication of the delay, however, is for thermoplastic materials fixed to
walls or ceilings. The initial delays of wood cribs or small containers
allow the softening and retreat of the thermoplastic before the flames and
heat flux have ignited it. Both trash bags and the gas burner have been
used to ignite thermoplastic burning materials which then rapidly propagate
the fire and cause a much earlier flashover.

Another way to illustrate the actions of the gas burner as compared to
the other ignition sources is shown in Figure 5 where the campsite rate of
heat release curves are shown. Although it merely represents the slope
of the curve from Figure~. there are several purposes in showing this curve.
First, it is apparent that the gas burner approximately reproduces the
early rate of heat release from trash and rubbish bags and the later rate
of the 13.6 kg. (30 1bs.) crib. Secondly~ the gas burner curve in Figure 5

can be thought to be an approximate envelop for all of the ignition sources
except the 121 f, (32 gaOl.) waste container. The waste container is ther~

moplastic and when it melts it forms a puddle on the floor and burns as a
combination of solid and liquid fuel, The erratic behavior shown in Figure 5

for the ignition source was partially due to the collapse of the waste
container and the experiment was terminated at five minutes because molten
plastic was observed to be leaking off the basket connected to the load cell.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The development of a standard room fire test to evaluate the contribution

of wall and ceiling lining materials to the rate of fire growth has been
discussed, The choice of ignition source is critical and the following
factors were considered in the selection of an appropriate ignition
source: 1) the ignition source should be appropriate to the t compartment,
not so small that it would not cause flashover with traditional combustible
lining materials in ten minutes or less~ nor so large that it would cause
flashover with lining materials of low combustibility; 2) reproducibility;
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3) the source be pessimistic, The concept of pesslmlsm is closely related
to the fourth factor; 4) realism. The ignition source for a standard test
should have all the features that could reasonably be expected to occur

in actual end-use situations. Even if some of these features would not
necessarily occur in real life they cou'Jd be still combined in the standard
test. This approach will lead to a conservative assessment of materials
and leaves the option for later ref'inement, say stoichastic analysis, to give
a more lenient assessment based on the probability of certain ignition
sources and materials occurring together under actua'J end~use conditions.

The data from nine different ignition sources were presented in the
appendix and compared to a gas burner operated with a diffusion flame of
methane and propane. It is concluded from matching the flame height. heat
flux, fuel release and visual appearance that the gas burner could be used
to simulate the pessimistic characteristics of igni on sources. The flame
height was chosen not to reach the ceiling so that both the wall and ceiling
materials could be considered together. As pointed out by Benjamin (2)
this interrelationship can be misleading, but the authors feel that for the
first standard room test the evaluation of vertical fire spread by the wall
lining is as important as that of the ceiling alone.

Finally, although this paper reports the use a s ific gas burner,
it is not suggested that the standard test would necessarily utilize the
exact arrangement of cast iron burners. The method of correlating the burner
to other ignition sources is more important than the actual arrangement of
the gas flow system. In fact current experiments are underway where a
radiant panel, similar to those used in ASTM E162 (1), is being used to
supply the gas for a diffusion flame ignition source. This ignition source
was used by Parker (8) and is now being calibrated for use at Berkeley. It
is shown in Figure 6. It is evident from observing the two ignition sources
that the resulting flame will not be the same for the same fuel flow. It
is probable that the best burner for the standard room fire test will look
considerably different than either that shown in Figure 2 or Figure 6. It
is the authors' opinion, however, that a standard room re t would best

be served by a gas fired ignition source.
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Fig, 6 Radiant Panel
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A-l
6.6 Liter Wastebasket

(1.75 gallon)

, 6

by ignit'ing
and dropping
Fire then

remaining milk

4579o.

0.88 3567

1566 703

This ignition source consists of a 6.6 liter model
#2952 Rubbermaid wastebasket, which contains twelve
.98.t, (1 quart) milkcartons. The wa sket is made
of high density polyethylene and weighs 0.23 kg. (1.5 lb.)
The mild cartons are of cardboard construction and have
a low molecular weight polyethylene coating. The total
weight of the milk cartons is 0.45 kg. (1.0 'lb.).

The cartons are obtained in their folded condition.
Half of the 12 cartons are opened to form open tubes
and are placed upright in the wastebasket. The
remaining six cartons are torn into pieces measuri
approximately 50-75 mm. (2-3 in.), square. e
pieces are then plac within the tubes formed by t
upright cartons.

Ignition of this source is accomplished
one of the torn pieces of a milk carton
it into the centermost upright carton.
spreads radially outward, igniting the
cartons.

For the first three minu combustion takes place
mostly among the milk cartons. During the four to
seven minute period both the wastebasket and the milk
cartons burn. After seven minu the milk cartons have
been entirely consumed leaving only the remaining poly
ethylene to contribu to the reo
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A-2
121 Liter Wastebasket

(32 gallons)
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This ignition source is similar to the 6.6 t.
waste can in nature, It is made from aLoma
Corporation model #364 121 t, (32 gal.) poly
ethylene waste container with 72, ,95 t, milk
cartons. The filling and ignition procedure are
similar to the 6.6 t. (1,75 gal,) container in
every respect, Half of the containers are opened
to form tubes and the other ha1f are torn in
half and inserted into the open tubes. The last
half container is used as the igniter and placed
in the center of the waste can. Fire then spreads
radially outward from the point of ignition,



A-3
Aircraft Trash Bag

-1. 29 "1990

1. 65 4275

1.04 5291 754

,46 5606

.31 58"] 6

. 31 6026

FlameHt Cumulative
me rs Heat 1

75

85

160

315

Ceil i ng
Temp.oC

1
Time (min.)

3 -

Time
min.

E 0-1.
0

~
E 1-2'"

.084 lbs.

.351bs.

. Ei 1bs.
1 .99 1bs .--------
2.57 lbs.

0.038 kg.
0.159 kg.
0.068 kg.
0.907

Total

This ignition source consists of the following
components:

1 Polyethylene bag
12 Polystyrene cups
17 Paper cups

Paper towels

This ignition source is assembl by fluffing the
paper towels and then adding the towels and the cups
to the bag so that the cups are evenly dispers The
bag is then placed against the material and secured
in place using a wire loop around the center of the
bag. Ignition of the source is accomplished by
igniting one of the paper towels on top of the open
bag. The fire then spreads radially outward to
include the entire top surface of the bag.

The maximum total ux .914 m (3 ft.) from the
floor and .356 m (14 in.) from the corner was 0.99
w/cm2 and at 1.83 m (6 ft.) it was I. w/cm 2 •
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This ignition source is composed of 2 aircraft
trash bags as described previously, Each bag
is identical to the single trash bag ignition
source,

The maximum total heat flux at .914 m (3 ft,) from
the floor and ,356 m (14 in,) from the corner was
2.44 w/cm2 and at 1,83 m (6 ft,) from the floor was
2, 77 ~'\I/cm2,



A-5
3 Aircraft Trash Bags

0-1 330 1,37 5029 5029

1-2 380 2.29 9744 4715

2-4 320 2.07 14721 3353_±
4-6 190 1,37 16607 943

6-8 175 .61 n

8-10 135 ,25 17

This ignition source is composed of 3 aircraft
trash bags as described previously. Each bag
is identical to the single trash bag ignition
source.

The maximum total heat flux at .914 m (3 ft.) from
the floor and .356 m (14 in.) form the corner was
4.2 w/cm 2 and at 1.83 m (6 ft.) from the floor it
was 3,76 w/cm2 .
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A-6
Rubbish Bag
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The contents of this ignition source are as follows:
Straw and grass cutti ngs 1. 55 kg, 3.45 lbs.
Eucalyptus duff 2.47 kg. 5.42 lbs.
Polyethylene bag 0,04 kg~ ,13 1..

Total 4.08 kg. 9.00 lbs.

102

6-8

This ignition source was assembled by placing
approximately equal volumes of straw, grass cuttings.
and Eucalyptus duff in a Mobil Kordite polyethylene
125 f. (32 gal.) trash bag. The contents are tho~

roughly mixed before being placed in the bag in a
loose manner, so as to produce a pessimized burning
situation. The bag is then placed in the corner,
against the specimen and ignited with a small propane
torch. The top center of the bag is the area ignited.
The flames spread rapidly outward from the point of
ignition. The bag burns fairly uniformly from top to
bottom, The straw and grass along with Eucalyptus
leaves burn first leaving the small twigs and sticks
to burn more slowly.
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The data presented is the average of three tests.
The maximum heat flux at .752 m (2.5 ft.) from the
floor and .20 m (8 in.) from the corner was 7.44 w/cm2

and at 1.52 m (5 ft.) from the floor it was 6.13 w/cm2 •
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6.36 Kg, l~ood Crib
(14 pounds)

min. Temp.oC meters Heat I(ca

1336 1336
-~

1-2 230 "1.22

2-4 248 1. 22

'7 8 9 10 4-6 248 .91

6-8 226 .91

8-10 269 .91
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This 'ignition source has a dry wood weight of 6.36 kg.
(14lbs.). It is fabricated from 28, 38mm x 38mm
x 355mm (1 1/4" x 1 1/4" X 14 11

) pieces of Douglas Fir
which are arranged in eight layers. The two bottom
layers consist of four sticks while the six upper
layers consist of four sticks each. The finished
dimensions of this crib are 355mm x 305mm (14" x 14 11

x 12 11
). Ignition of the crib is accomplished by

igniting 100 cc ~95 quarts) of JP-4 contained in a
254mm square pan located beneath the crib.
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The maximum heat flux at .762 m (2.5 ft.) from the
floor and ,20 m (8 in.) form the corner was 7,09 w/cm 2

and at 1.52 m (5,0 ft.) form the floor it was 3.03
w/cm 2 .
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9 Kg, Wood Crib
(20 pounds)
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This ignition source has a dry wood weight of 9 kg,
(201bs,), It is fabricated from 40, 38mm x 38mm
x38lmm pieces of Douglas Fir which are arranged in
eight layers with five pieces per layer, The finished
dimensions of this crib are 381mm x 381mm x 305mm
(l5 11 x 15 11 x 12 11

), Ignition of the crib is accomplished
by igniting 100cc of JP-4 contained in a 254mm (10"0
square pan placed beneath the crib,

The maximum heat flux at ,762 m (2,5 ft,) from the
floor and ,20 m (8 in,) from the corner was 8,9 w/cm2

and at 1,52 m (5,0 ft.) from the floor it was 5,05
w/cm 2 •
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A-9

13.64 Kg. Wood Crib
(30 pounds)

1000 -

This ignition source has a dry wood weightof 13.65 kg,
(301bs.). It is fabricated from 60. 38mm x 38mm
x381mm (1 1/4" x 1 1/4" X 15 11

) p'ieces of WhHe Fir.
The finished dimensions of this crib are 381 mm x 381mm
x 457 mm (15 11 x 15 11 X 18"). The final moisture
content of the crib is about 8%. The crib is placed
against the test specimen and is supported on bricks to
provide a 76mm (3 in.) space between the bottom of the
cri b and the compartment floor. .45 kg, (1 1b.) of
shredded. fluffed wood excelsior is distributed
beneath the crib and covers an area of approximately
533mm x 533mm (21 11 x 21"), The wood excel sior is
soaked with, 118 L (.008 qL) absolute ethyl
alcohol prior to the start of the t. At the start
of the test the outside corner of the wood excelsior
is ignited which in turn ignites the alcohol and
provides uniform ignition of the wood crib.
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